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Abstract
Dominant-strategy truthfulness is traditionally considered the best possible solution concept in mechanism
design, as it enables one to predict with confidence which strategies independent players will actually choose.
Yet, as with any other form of equilibrium, it too can be extremely vulnerable to collusion. The problem of
collusion is particularly evident for unrestricted combinatorial auctions, arguably the hardest type of auctions.
We thus investigate how much revenue can be guaranteed, in unrestricted combinatorial auctions, by
dominant-strategy-truthful mechanisms that are collusion-resilient in a very strong sense; and obtain almost
matching upper- and lower-bounds.
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Introduction

The context of an auction of a single good is very simple: each player i has a secret value vi for the good,
and any possible outcome of the auction will specify which player wins the good and which price each player
will pay. In this context, the problem of designing an economically efficient auction consists of specifying a
mechanism —for each player a set of actions he may choose among, and an outcome function mapping the
vector of chosen actions to an outcome— so as to guarantee that, when in the resulting game everyone plays
rationally (i.e., acts so as to maximize his own utility), the good is won by the player who values it the most.
The problem is nontrivial because “the player who values it the most” depends on the players’ secret values
vi , which by definition are not available to the auctioneer. This particular problem is however simply solved
by the famous second-price mechanism, where the players’ actions consist of simultaneously “bidding” a real
number, and the outcome function allocates the good to the player with the highest bid at a price equal to
the second highest bid. (All other players pay nothing.)
Generalizing, consider a context in which there is a set of possible outcomes which could result from the
players’ actions, each player has a secret type, and the players’ utilities depend in a given fashion upon the
resulting outcome and their types. Given a desired property P defined on the outcome and the players’ types,
mechanism design (at its highest level) aims at finding a mechanism such that, in the resulting game, P holds
whenever the players’ chosen strategies constitute some equilibrium σ. A player’s strategy (in a normal-form
game) is just a distribution over the actions available to him, and an equilibrium σ is a profile (i.e., a vector
indexed by the players) of strategies, such that no player i wants to deviate from σi as long as he believes
that every other player j sticks to σj . That is, σ is an equilibrium if, for all players i, denoting the subprofile
of strategies of the other players by σ−i , the utility of player i under the strategy profile (σi , σ−i ) is greater
than or equal to his utility under the profile (σi0 , σ−i ) for any possible alternative strategy σi0 available to him.

1.1

Resilient Mechanism Design

Mechanism design is important and appealing, but not robust. It is vulnerable to two well known problems:
(1) Equilibrium selection and (2) Collusion. Let us explain.
A mechanism M is designed to achieve its desired property P at equilibrium. But what if the resulting
game G has multiple equilibria? In this case, one cannot be sure of which equilibrium will be played out.
Accordingly, a stronger version of mechanism design calls for designing M so that P holds at each of the
possible equilibria of G. This, however, is still a rather weak guarantee, even if the number of possible
equilibria is just 2. Indeed, if σ and σ 0 are two equilibria of G, and a player i —believing that σ will be
the selected equilibrium— chooses his strategy to be σi , while another player j —believing that the selected
equilibrium will be σ 0 — chooses his strategy to be σj0 , then G’s play does not end up in any equilibrium at
all, so that —putting it provocatively— whether P holds is “more a question of luck than of rationality.”
The equilibrium selection problem goes away if M is dominant-strategy truthful (DST for short). This means
that in the resulting G, no matter what strategies the other players may choose, the best strategy for each
player i consists of the action coinciding with his own type, ti . When such a mechanism M can be found,
no matter how many other equilibria there may be in the resulting game, we can reasonably predict that
rational players will choose the strategy profile (t1 , . . . , tn ).
However, as for any equilibrium notion, dominant-strategy truthfulness is solely defined relative to singleplayer deviations. Accordingly, although a single player may not have any incentive to choose a strategy
different from ti , two players i and j may have all the incentive in the world to collude, in essence to deviate
from their equilibrium strategies in a joint and coordinated way.
We advocate that a desired property should be achieved by resilient mechanisms: that is, by means of
mechanisms that are immune to the problems of both equilibrium selection and collusion.
To be really meaningful, resilient mechanism should be able to withstand arbitrarily many colluders, belonging
to arbitrarily many collusive sets, each capable of perfectly coordinating the actions of its members (e.g., via
secret binding contracts) in order to maximize its own collective utility.
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1.2

Truly Combinatorial Auctions and Their Difficulties

Advocating is cheap. But we advocate raising the bar in mechanism design only because we believe we are
ready to jump over higher bars. We demonstrate this by exemplifying resilient mechanism design not on
some new applications —as these applications may always be suspected to be uniquely easy— but rather
for a “champion application,” one recognized to be hard even before bringing the problems of collusion and
equilibrium selection into the picture. We introduce resilient mechanism design for the champion application
of generating revenue in truly combinatorial auctions.
In a combinatorial auction there are multiple goods for sale, and each player i has a private true valuation
for the goods —that is a function, denoted by T Vi , mapping each possible non-empty subset S of the goods
to a non-negative number (representing i’s value for S). The difficulty of combinatorial auctions is perhaps
evidenced by the many possible restrictions of them that are studied; in particular (1) sub-modularity, (2)
additive valuations, (3) free disposal, (4) single mindedness, (5) unit demand, and (6) unlimited supply.1 In
this paper, however, we assume no restrictions whatsoever for combinatorial auctions: whenever S and T
are distinct subsets of goods, nothing can be inferred about T Vi (S) from T Vj (T ). To emphasize that the
players’ true valuations can indeed be arbitrary, we may use the adjective truly in front of combinatorial.
The only general mechanism known for truly combinatorial auctions is the famous VCG mechanism
[6, 15, 24]. Given any profile of bids (valuations) for a combinatorial auction, the VCG returns an outcome
as follows. The allocation is the one maximizing the social welfare of the bids (i.e., the sum of the value that
each player declares for the goods assigned to him). Each player i winning goods in this allocation pays a price
equal to the difference of (1) the social welfare of the other winners —computed according to their bids— in
the returned allocation and (2) the maximum social welfare of all players but i —again computed according
to their bids. It can be proved that these rules make the VCG dominant-strategy truthful (DST); for each
player, bidding his own true valuation is the best strategy. Accordingly, in any combinatorial auction, the
VCG mechanism maximizes social welfare in dominant strategies. This is the strongest possible tr! aditional
guarantee in mechanism design. Yet, the following example of Ausubel and Milgrom [1] proves that the VCG
mechanism (1) is totally vulnerable to collusion, and (2) has no revenue guarantees.
Let there be two goods for sale, a and b, and three players, P1 , P2 and P3 . Player P1 values only good
a, for a negligible amount ; P2 values only good b, also for ; while P3 values only the pair of goods
{a, b}, and for a high amount z. Assume now that that P1 and P2 are minimally informed about P3 ’s
valuation. Namely, they know that he value just the pair {a, b} for at most w. Then P1 and P2 can
get for free the goods they value as follows: P1 bids w for a, and P2 bids w for b. Since the VCG is
dominant strategy truthful, P3 bids z for {a, b}. With such bids, the VCG allocates a to P1 for a price
0 and b to P2 also for price 0.
Since the same bids may have arisen from honest play —i.e., when the true valuations of P1 for a
and of P2 for b really were w— the example also demonstrates that the VCG revenue can very well be
0 even when all players are independent and have high valuations for the goods, and in the presence of
lots of “competition” for the goods.
This example suggests a disturbing possibility: in principle, every possible dominant-strategy mechanism may
be vulnerable to collusion and return 0 revenue even when the social welfare of the players’ true valuations
is extremely high. Accordingly,
We want to investigate how much revenue can be resiliently guaranteed in a truly combinatorial auction.
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That is, (1) T Vi (S ∪ T ) ≤ T Vi (S) + T Vi (T ) for any subsets S and T of the goods; (2) T Vi (S) = T Vi (g1 ) + . . . + T Vi (gk )
whenever S = {g1 , . . . , gk }; (3) T Vi (S) ≤ T Vi (T ) whenever S ⊂ T ; (4) for each i there is a subset of goods S and a value v such
that T Vi (T ) = v if T ⊃ S, and 0 otherwise; (5) each player has nonzero valuations only for sets of size one; and (6) informally,
an unbounded number of copies of each good are available, and each player values only sets of distinct goods.
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1.3

Our Notion of Revenue Resiliency for Truly Combinatorial Auctions

We evaluate the performance of a revenue mechanism relative to a benchmark, that is a function from valuation
profiles to non-negative numbers. We think of a benchmark B as expressing the revenue we are “content
with” for every possible true-valuation profile T V of the players. Let us now provide two definitions for what
it means for a revenue mechanism to achieve a fraction c of a benchmark B in a truly combinatorial auction.
The first one simply expresses in the language of truly combinatorial auctions the definition previously used
by other computer scientists for restricted auctions [?].
Definition 1. We say that a DST mechanism M achieves a fraction c of a benchmark B if, for all numbers
of players n, numbers of goods m, and valuation profiles BID:
The (expected) revenue of M (BID) is at least c · B(BID).
Notice that Definition 1 captures the “first half” of our intuitive notion of resiliency: indeed, the fact
that M is DST implies that rational and independent bidders will bid truthfully so that (1) BID = T V ,
dispelling any problems of equilibrium selection, and (2) M achieves revenue at least c · B(T V ), realizing the
intuition of the previous paragraph. Accordingly, it would be interesting to provide the first mechanisms for
truly combinatorial auctions satisfying Definition 1 (for a non-trivial choice of B and c). We wish however
to construct mechanisms satisfying our second definition, a stronger variant of Definition 1 capturing —in a
very meaningful sense— “the remaining half of resiliency:” that is collusion resiliency.
This work’s notion of collusion resiliency. In this work, we take the position that an auctioneer could
be happy if, by magic, all collusive players spontaneously disappear, leaving him to run the auction with
just the independent players alone. Our mechanism effectively simulates this presumably unlikely event. It
guarantees that, in any auction with x independent players and y collusive players, its revenue performance
will be at least as good as that of an auction with the same x independent players alone.
This work’s model of collusion. We want to neutralize any y collusive players in a very general sense.
For instance, the collusive players may be partitioned into a multiplicity of secret coalitions. These coalitions
may or may not be aware of each other’s existence, may or may not have precise information of the true
valuations of their members, may or may not have information about the true valuations of the other players,
may coordinate their actions in a variety of ways (e.g., by entering their own secret and binding contracts),
may or may not make side payments to one another, may try to maximize special utility functions, etc. etc.
The literature lacks such an intricate model, and we are not going to formalize one. Rather, we avoid this
issue with a very simple yet completely general approach: the universal quantifier. Since the collusive players
influence the auction through their bids, and only through their bids, denoting by I the set of independent
players, we model (or rather, avoid modeling) all possible behaviors of the collusive players by inserting the
phrase “for all bid sub-profiles BID−I ” in every result about collusion-resiliency.
Definition 2. (Resilient Revenue Mechanisms) We say that a DST mechanism M resiliently achieves a
fraction c of a benchmark B if, for all numbers of players n, for all numbers of goods m, for all true-valuation
profiles T V , for all independent-player subsets I, and for all bid sub-profiles BID−I :
The (expected) revenue of M (T VI t BID−I ) is at least c · B(T VI ).2
(Let us illustrate Definition 2 by virtue of an explicit example. Suppose we run an auction with twenty
goods and ten players, where the last five players in fact belong to two secret coalitions, namely the subsets
of players {6, 7, 8} and {9, 10}. The first coalition decides to further its interests by having its members bid
valuations respectively denoted as BID6 , BID7 and BID8 . The players of the second coalition instead bid
2

T VI t BID−I denotes the profile X for which XI = T VI and X−I = BID−I .
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valuations denoted by BID9 and BID10 . As for the other players, since they are independent and M is
DST, they will bid their true valuations, denoted T V1 , . . . , T V5 . Definition 2 then guarantees that, setting
I = {1, . . . , 5}, the collected revenue is at least c · B(T V{1,...,5} ): that is, the same revenue we would be
“content with” had our five collusive players vanished from the auction.)

1.4

Our Contributions

Our contributions are the following: 1) we introduce a natural (and very aggressive) benchmark MSW−? to
evaluate the revenue performance of mechanisms in truly combinatorial auctions; 2) we exhibit a dominantstrategy truthful (DST) mechanism that in such auctions yields (asymptotically) optimal performance relative
to the MSW−? benchmark, proving both the performance of the mechanism, and the impossibility of any
DST mechanism (whether deterministic or stochastic) performing better; 3) we show that MSW−? is in fact
a member of a special class of benchmarks — the bidder-monotone benchmarks — membership in which
immediately transforms revenue guarantees (relative to such a benchmark) into a stronger guarantee that
such revenue is impervious to collusion.
We present this group of tightly complementary results in the hope that it may lay the theoretical
groundwork for resilient mechanism design, and in particular truly combinatorial auctions that are both
profitable and robust.

2

Prior Work

As collusion is a real problem, several notions of “collusion-resiliency” appear in the literature. Focusing
on auctions, the subject matter of this paper, one such notion is that of a group strategyproof mechanism.
Essentially, such a mechanism discourages collusion in that any gain for a collusive player is accompanied
by a loss for another collusive player. Notable examples of group startegyproof mechanisms are those of
[17, 20, 10]. Such a notion of collusion resiliency, however, is only meaningful when collusive players cannot
make side payments to one another. No such restrictions occur in our model.
A stronger notion of collusion resiliency is that of a c-truthful mechanism [12]. Essentially, such a
mechanism guarantees that fewer than c collusive players cannot “collectively gain more than they could by
bidding individually.” This notion, however, has very limited applicability. The authors prove that the only
mechanisms satisfying it must work in a specific manner: for each subset S of the goods and for each player
i these mechanisms must fix a price pS,i and offer S to i for that price. Thus, without any special knowledge
about the players, such mechanisms cannot be designed to offer any revenue guarantee. The authors also put
forward a weaker variant of their notion —c-truthful with high probability— for which they can approximate
maximum revenue, but only for a very special type of auction: unlimited supply of a single good.
Other revenue mechanisms, sharing a similar algorithmic approach, have been developed for various
restricted combinatorial auctions [4, 16, 19]. Let us sketch a specific incarnation of this approach for auctions
of multiple goods in the unlimited supply model:
Let L (for “lowerbound”) and U (for “upperbound”) be such that, for any subset S of distinct goods
and any player i, either T Vi (S) = 0 or L ≤ T Vi (S) ≤ U . Accordingly, the mechanism (1) randomly
select a power of 2 between L and U , without loss of generality 2k , and then (2) offer any subset of the
goods for fixed price 2k to any player who wants it.
Notice that, even without explicitly discussing collusion, their approach is collusion-resilient: there is little for
collusive players to do when every bundle of goods is offered at the same take-it-or-leave-it price. Notice too
that their mechanisms are not directly applicable to truly combinatorial auctions. For instance, the above
mechanism allows two different but overlapping subsets of goods to be allocated to different players. This is
so because in the unlimited supply model there is no competition for the goods: one can always manufacture
more “copies” of one good if necessary.
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Another mechanism is that of [9] for auctions of a single good, both in the limited and the unlimited
supply model. (In essence there are a number of lithographs from the same etching, and each player wants
at most one lithograph.) Their mechanism achieves, within a constant factor, the following benchmark: the
maximum revenue that can be generated by fixing a price p lower than the second highest player’s value for a
copy of the good, and then offering a copy to any player willing to pay p for it. The revenue guaranteed by
their mechanism is again robust against collusion, but their auctions are far from truly combinatorial.
Another mechanism is that of [13]. They use techniques from sample complexity in machine learning to
derive revenue bounds in auctions of a single good in unlimited supply. Consider the benchmark B 1 consisting
of the maximum revenue collectable by announcing a single price p. (I.e., any player can get a copy of the
good if he is willing to pay p for it). Relative to this benchmark, [13] prove that no DST, single-price auction
can guarantee revenue greater than B 1 /c for any positive constant c. Consider the benchmarks B i consisting
of the maximum revenue collectable by announcing a single price p such that at least i > 1 copies of the
good can be sold. For each of these benchmarks, [13] exhibit a DST mechanism that guarantees a constant
fraction of B i . (The constant is at least 1/7600 for B 2 .) Again using techniques from sample complexity
in machine learning, [3] prove that, if there exists an algorithm A that β approximates any single-price
revenue benchmarks (including B 1 ) for single-good unlimited supply, then there exists a DST mechanism
which β(1 + ) approximates the same benchmark.
Again these last works do not mention collusion, but by working with “fixed prices” their DST mechanism
automatically are collusion resilient.
In sum, the prior literature relates either to restricted models of collusion, or to auctions of a very
restricted type, and their results cannot yield ours. (If such direct connection were there, perhaps the
authors themselves might have bothered to mention that their results extend to truly combinatorial
auctions.)
Their techniques, however, have been relevant to us. In particular, as we shall discuss later on, to obtain
our positive result (Theorem 1) we shall refine the above-mentioned idea of exponentially-distributed prices
and then put it to our own use. As for our impossibility results (Theorems 2 and 3), perhaps the closest
analogs may be found in [13]. Again, however, their results and techniques rely on restrictions on the auctions
that are not present in our work. Accordingly, their impossibility results only holds for restricted classes of
truthful mechanisms (their version of Theorem 2 holds only for “ex-post truthful” mechanisms, and their
version of Theorem 3 holds only for “symmetric” mechanisms.)

3

Our Benchmark

Our definition of resilient mechanisms, Definition 2, sets the bar much higher than Definition 1: to resiliently
achieve a benchmark B we must “defeat a longer sequence of universal quantifiers.” From the next lemma,
however, we see that proving results about Definition 2 may be no harder than proving results about Definition
1, provided we work with benchmarks satisfying a certain natural property:
Definition 3. A benchmark B is player monotone if B(S) ≥ B(T ) for all valuation sub-profiles T of S.3
The attractiveness of adopting a player monotone benchmark is shown by the following trivial lemma,
stating that, relative to a player-monotone benchmark, “Definition 1 implies Definition 2.”
Lemma 1. If a DST mechanism M achieves a fraction c of a player-monotone benchmark B, then it resiliently
achieves the same fraction c of B.
Proof. For any true-valuation profile T V , independent player subset I, and bid sub-profile BID−I , the
(expected) revenue of M (T VI t BID−I ) is by hypothesis at least c · B(T VI t BID−I ), and thus by B’s player
monotonicity at least c · B(T VI ).
Q.E.D.
3

Notice that the player-monotonicity of a benchmark B does not imply the revenue monotonicity (as defined by [23]) of a
mechanism guaranteeing a given fraction of B.
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In other words, adopting a player-monotone benchmark B provides a plausible way forward to proving
that a mechanism M resiliently achieves a fraction c of B in our very general collusive model: namely, proving
that M is DST and achieves a fraction c of B for all possible bid profiles. Accordingly, in light of the leverage
that Lemma 1 affords us, we are resolved to seek a player-monotone benchmark. The obvious temptation
is M SW : after all, the maximum social welfare upperbounds the revenue achievable by any DST auction
mechanism. The problem, however, is that no DST mechanism can achieve a positive fraction of M SW .4
Our benchmark consists of the maximum social welfare, after disregarding the “star player,” that is the
player with the highest valuation for some subset of the goods. Let us start by defining the latter concept.
Definition 4. Given a valuation subprofile V for a set of goods G, we say that player i is the star player
(denoted by “?”) if there exists S ⊂ G such that, for any player j and any T ⊂ G, T Vi (S) ≥ T Vj (T ).
Definition 5. We define the benchmark MSW−? as follows: for any valuation profile V ,
MSW−? (V ) = M SW (V−? ).
That is, MSW−? is computed by first removing the valuation of the star player, and then computing the
maximum social welfare of the remaining valuations. In other words: if V = (V1 , . . . , V?−1 , V? , V?+1 , . . . , Vn ),
then MSW−? (V ) = M SW (V1 , . . . , V?−1 , V?+1 , . . . , Vn ).
Notice that MSW−? indeed is player-monotone: the introduction of new players will only grow the set
of “non-star players” and thus the M SW of the “non-star players” may only grow. We point out two more
arguments that make MSW−? uniquely natural. (See Section 5 – after we have stated our main results – for
a comparison between MSW−? and other potential benchmarks.)
1. Natural Generalization. In auctions with a single good g for sale, MSW−? coincides with the secondhighest valuation, the revenue benchmark achieved by the second-price mechanism. Indeed, in such
simple auctions, a player’s valuation is a single number (the value that the player has for g), and the
star player is the one having the highest valuation for g. Therefore, after the star player is removed, the
maximum social welfare of the remaining players is just the highest of the remaining valuations, and
thus the second-highest of the original valuations. This analogy enables us to translate many reasons
in favor of the second-highest valuation in single-good auctions to reasons in favor of MSW−? in truly
combinatorial auctions. In particular, MSW−? is “reasonably high.”5
2. The “DST unreachibility” of the star player. Because the maximum social welfare function can be
evaluated also on single valuations, the following is an alternative definition of the star player: ? =
arg maxi M SW (Vi ).6 Unfortunately, no DST mechanism M can, on input a bid profile V , guarantee
revenue that is a positive fraction of M SW (V? ), the social welfare of the star player.7 It is thus quite
natural to disregard from consideration the star player when setting revenue goals for DST mechanisms.
In a sense, by choosing our benchmark to be MSW−? we aim at “everything but the impossible.”
4
That is, For any DST mechanism M , any truly combinatorial auction with n players and m goods, and positive constant
gn,m , there exists a valuation profile V such that the revenue of M (V ) is less than gm,n · M SW (V ). See [13] for a simple proof.
5
That is, for a large variety of distributions D we expect MSW−? to be close to M SW when the true-valuation profile T V is
drawn from D. (For instance, distributions D in which “no player is too special.”) This statement should not be confused with
working in the Bayesian setting. Indeed, in the Bayesian setting the designer knows the distribution D, while in the extreme
setting D may exist but is not known by the designer. In other words, to choose MSW−? as the benchmark of his mechanism,
a designer need not have accurate knowledge of D. For instance, it suffices for him to know that, whatever the underlying
distribution may be, it is one in which no player is “too special.” This is indeed a much weaker, and thus much more realistic,
requirement.
6

Recall that our combinatorial auctions are not restricted to free disposal. Accordingly, M SW (Vi ) need not coincide with
Vi (G). Rather, M SW (Vi ) = Vi (Si ), where Si is i’s favorite subset of the goods: that is, Vi (Si ) ≥ Vi (T ) for all T ⊂ G.
7
This is for reasons analogous to the case of single-good auctions. Indeed, assume that the star player has an absolutely
astronomical valuation for some subset of the goods, way out of scale with anyone else’s valuation of any other goods. Then,
because a DST mechanism M cannot charge the star player based on his bid, and because it “cannot charge anyone else more
than their bids,” M cannot produce revenue that is any fixed fraction of the star player’s social welfare.
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4

Our Theorem Statements

We prove three theorems. Stating the first two theorems requires defining three quantities, µ, cµ and Hµ ,
where both cµ and Hµ are roughly equal to log µ. Namely,
• We consistently denote by µ the minimum of n and m, the number of players and the number of goods.
x−2

• For all µ, cµ is the constant > 2 solving the equation e x = µ.
P
• For all µ, the µth harmonic number, Hµ , is µi=1 1/i.
Note that cµ is uniquely defined. Indeed, for µ ≥ 1 the function fn,m (x) = ex−2 − xµ is negative at x = 2,
goes to infinity with x, and has positive second derivative everywhere.
Theorem 1. (Resilient-Revenue Theorem) There exists a probabilistic DST mechanism M that resiliently
achieves a fraction c1µ of the revenue benchmark MSW−? .
Theorem 2. (Harmonic Revenue Bound) There is no DST mechanism, probabilistic or not, achieving
a fraction Hµ1−1 of the revenue benchmark MSW−? .
Taken together, Theorems 1 and 2 show that the revenue performance of mechanism M is actually optimal
c
within a small constant factor. (In addition, when µ goes to infinity Hµµ−1 goes to 1. That is, M’s performance
is asymptotically optimal.)
Mechanism M works for truly combinatorial auctions, and its performance should not be confused with
that of the mechanisms in the cited literature, which only apply to restricted combinatorial auctions.
Since in auctions of a single good, the second-price mechanism resiliently achieves revenue equal to 100%
of MSW−? , perhaps one might have hoped for a constant-factor revenue guarantee in truly combinatorial
auctions. From this viewpoint, proving that a logarithmic fraction of MSW−? is the best one can guarantee for
truly combinatorial auctions may be interpreted as a sad truth. On the other hand, however, we must recall
that up to now the best revenue guarantee in such auctions was 0. In addition, our logarithmic guarantee
holds in a most adversarial collusive model. So our results could and perhaps should be interpreted in a more
optimistic manner.
Finally we prove that mechanism M is necessarily probabilistic, as any deterministic DST mechanism
performs exponentially worse than M, at least in some auctions.
Theorem 3. There is no deterministic DST mechanism achieving a fraction
MSW−? .

1
µ−1

of the revenue benchmark

Again, we stress that our results do not rely on any restrictions.
Our Results Relative To Other Benchmarks. One may wonder what would happen to our results,
had we chosen a different benchmark. In one approach, although we had valid reasons for dismissing the star
player, one might be tempted to consider the following three player-removing benchmarks (1) “MSW minus
the first k star players”; (2) “randomly partition the players into two halves, and take the smallest of the two
MSWs”; and (3) “second-tier MSW: dismiss all the players that win goods in the MSW allocation, and take
the maximum social welfare of the remaining players.” (The first alternative benchmark is inspired by our
own, the second one by the mechanism of [3]; and the third is another generalization of the revenue of the
second-price mechanism.) In another approach, one may consider bid-removing benchmarks such as “MSW
after removing the highest bid for each subset of the goods.” All of these approaches lower the MSW−?
benchmark, but none enables a better than logarithmic performance: Theorems 1 and 2 remain unchanged
relative to these other benchmarks. In yet another approach, one might consider benchmarks that remove
items. For instance, the Louvre might be happy benchmarking the value of its collection as the value of all
its artwork except the Mona Lisa. Unfortunately no positive fraction of the “MSW minus the star item” is
achievable by DST mechanisms, for much the same reason that no positive fraction of M SW itself is DSTachievable. In sum, none of the above choices is advantageous from a “worst-case” perspective. In choosing
MSW−? we made a honest effort to find a high and reasonable benchmark.
7

5

Preliminaries

We consistently denote the number of players by n and the number of goods by m.
An allocation is a sequence A = A0 , A1 , . . . , An , where Ai is the subset of goods allocated to player i, and
A0 the set of unallocated goods. The set of winners in an allocation A, denoted by W inA , is the subsets of
all players i such that Ai is non-empty. An outcome is a pair Ω = (A, P ), where A is an allocation, and P
a profile of prices (non-negative numbers). The utility function ui of player i maps i’s true valuation and an
outcome Ω = (A, P ) to i’s utility as follows: ui (T Vi , Ω) = T Vi (Ai ) − Pi .
A valuation of the goods is a function mapping each of the 2m subsets of the goods to a real number,
such that the empty subset is mapped to 0. If VS and VT are two valuation sub-profiles such that the subsets
of the players S and T are disjoint, then by VS t VT be denote the sub-profile mapping each player i ∈ S ∪ T
to (VS )i if i ∈ S, and to (VT )i otherwise. A bid is a valuation of the goods.
A mechanism M is a (possibly probabilistic) function mapping a profile of bids BID to an outcome (A, P )
satisfying the opt-out condition: Pi = 0 whenever BIDi is the null valuation. We view each mechanism M
as two separate functions: an allocation function Ma and a price function Mp . That is, for all bid profiles
BID:
P M (BID) = (Ma (BID), Mp (BID)). The expected revenue of mechanism M on bid profile BID is
E[ i∈N Mp (BID)i ]. We say that M is DST if for all players i and bid sub-profile BID−i : E[ui (T Vi , M (T Vi t
0 ))] ≥ E[u (T V , M (BID 0 ))].
BID−i
i
i
The social welfare, best-allocation, and maximum social welfare functions —SW , BA, and M SW — are
so defined. For each valuation sub-profile VC and allocation A:
P
• SW (VC , A) = i∈C Vi (Ai ),
• BA(VC ) = argmaxA∈A(G) SW (VC , A), where A(G) denotes the set of all possible allocations of G, and
• M SW (VC ) = SW (VC , BestA(VC )).
By convention, (1) argmax’s ties are broken lexicographically, and (2) BestA(VC )i 6= X for any subset of
the goods X such that Vi (X) = 0.
A valuation v of a finite set of goods G is single-minded if there exists a single subset of goods S and
x ∈ R+ such that v(T ) = x whenever S ⊂ T and 0 otherwise. We compactly represent such a single-minded
valuation v by the pair (S, x).
Let us explicitly highlight two properties of DST mechanisms which we are going to use extensively. (The
first is an immediate consequence of the opt-out condition —that is, that by submitting the null valuation a
player can guarantee that he wins nothing and pays nothing.)
DST-1: ∀ (probabilistic or not) DST mechanisms M , players i, and bid profile BID, we have:
0 ≤ E[Mp (BID)i ] ≤ E[BIDi (Ma (BID)i )].
DST-2: ∀ deterministic DST mechanisms M , players i, and bid profiles BID and BID0 such that
0 , we have: M (BID) = M (BID 0 ) implies M (BID) = M (BID 0 ) .
BID−i = BID−i
a
i
a
i
p
i
p
i
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Proof of Theorem 1

We obtain our mechanism M by modifying the VCG so as convert some of its efficiency to revenue. We do so
in three stages. First, we run the VCG on the profile of bids provided by the players and obtain an allocation
A0 and a profile of prices P 0 . Second, we raise all prices in P 0 by an amount ρ. Finally, we decide the final
allocation and prices as follows. If player i wins a set of goods S in A0 , and if Pi0 + ρ is less than i’s bid for
S, then we finally allocate S to i for a price of Pi0 + ρ. Else, S will go unallocated, and i pays 0. But: How
should we choose ρ to guarantee more revenue? In light of Theorem 3, we choose ρ probabilistically; and in
light of our revenue goals we are tempted to choose ρ as a fraction α of MSW−? (BID), where the scaling
factor α is probabilistically chosen between 0 and 1. However, to ensure that M is DST, we cannot have
player i’s price depend on his bid, as MSW−? (BID) may indeed depend on BIDi . We thus raise each price
8

Pi0 by αM SW (BID−i ) instead. Our analysis will support that this small change does not alter the ability
to achieve the chosen benchmark.
As we are shooting for a logarithmic fraction of MSW−? , we choose the scaling factor α according to
an exponential distribution. We differ from the previous literature by adopting a continuous (as opposed to
discrete) exponential distribution; this makes our analysis both tighter and cleaner. Our specific selection of
constants is solely justified by our desire to optimize our revenue guarantee.
Mechanism M
On input BID, a profile of n bids for a set of m goods, compute an outcome (A, P ) as follows:
1. Pick a scaling factor α ∈ [0, 1] as follows. Flip a coin whose probability of Heads is
choose α = 0. If Tails, draw r uniformly from [−(cµ − 2), 0] and choose α = er .

1
cµ −1 .

If Heads,

2. Compute the provisional allocation A0 and the profile of provisional prices P 0 , respectively the allocation
and the prices of the VCG mechanism for the bid profile BID, and then the set of provisional winners
W 0 consisting of all players that obtain a non-empty subset of goods in A0 .
3. For each i ∈ W 0 compute i’s offer price Pi0 + αM SW (BID−i ). If i’s bid BIDi (A0i ) exceeds i’s offer
price, set Ai = A0i and Pi = Pi0 + αM SW (BID−i ); otherwise set Ai = ∅ and Pi = 0.
Notice that although each price Pi is personalized, it is obtained via the same choice of scaling factor α.
Were we in a Bayesian setting, where different players have different distributions for their valuations, then
we would optimally choose a separate scaling factor αi for each player i.
Let us restate Theorem 1 in terms of our mechanism M, using the notation of Section 5.
Theorem 1: ∀ bid profiles BID in a truly combinatorial auction with n players and m goods:
"
#
X
MSW−? (BID)
Mp (BID)i ≥
E
.
cµ

(1)

i∈N

Proof. For each player i, let Si be the (possibly empty) set player i provisionally wins, and let Pi0 be the
provisional price V CGp (BID)i . We divide our proof into two cases: in the first case the star player bids
large enough that we derive the revenue bound solely based on the revenue M extracts from the star player.
In the second case we must sum up the revenue that M extracts from each set-winning player.
Case 1: BID? (S? ) > P?0 + MSW−? (BID).
Note that the right-hand side of the inequality of this case is always ≥ 0, thus BID? (S? ) > 0 always.
This implies that S? 6= ∅; namely that ? is a provisional winner. As such, when mechanism M “makes ? the
offer” P?0 + α · MSW−? (BID) where α ≤ 1, the offer price will always be at most player ?’s bid for S? , and
hence player ? will always pay his offer price. Thus the expected revenue from player ? is just the expected
offer price, namely
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Z 0

1
1
1
0
P?0 + er MSW−? (BID) dr
E[Mp (BID)? ] =
P? + (1 −
)
cµ − 1
cµ − 1 −(cµ −2) cµ − 2


Z 0
1
1
1
1
0
=
er dr
+ (1 −
) P? + (1 −
)
MSW−? (BID)
cµ − 1
cµ − 1
cµ − 1 cµ − 2
−(cµ −2)
Z 0
1
= P?0 +
er dr
MSW−? (BID)
cµ − 1
−(cµ −2)
= P?0 + MSW−? (BID)
≥ MSW−? (BID)

1 − e−(cµ −2)
cµ − 1

1 − c1µ
1 − µe−(cµ −2)
MSW−? (BID)
,
= MSW−? (BID)
=
cµ − 1
cµ − 1
cµ

where the inequality follows because P?0 ≥ 0 and µ ≥ 1, and the second to last equality is by the definition
of cµ , namely that cµ µe−(cµ −2) = 1. Thus we have the desired result in this case.
Case 2: BID? (S? ) ≤ P?0 + M SW (BID−? ).
Consider a provisional winner i, and consider his offer price Pi0 + α · M SW (BID−i ). We note that
when α = 0 the offer price for player i is just Pi0 , which is less than or equal to BIDi (Si ) since the V CG
mechanism never charges players more than their bid; thus when α = 0 player i will “accept the offer” and
pay Pi0 . Since player i will pay the offer price whenever it is less than BIDi (Si ), we have that i will pay
BID (Si )−Pi0
whenever α < M SWi (BID
. Recall that, by the definition of M, when α 6= 0 we have α = er . Thus this
−i )
BIDi (Si )−Pi0
M SW (BID−i ) . We note that r is
BID (Si )−Pi0
since loge M SWi (BID
≤ 0, as we
−i )

condition becomes r < loge

also bounded to be at most 0, but the other

condition takes precedence
show by an analysis of two cases: when i = ?
the claim is equivalent to the condition of Case 2, BID? (S? ) ≤ P?0 + M SW (BID−? ); otherwise, when i 6= ?
we have BIDi (Si ) − Pi0 ≤ BIDi (Si ) ≤ M SW (BID? ) ≤ M SW (BID−i ), where M SW (BID? ) denotes the
highest bid of the star player (which is higher than any other bid, including BIDi (Si ) by assumption), which
implies the ≤ 0 bound we wanted to prove. Thus the expected price paid by player i is exactly expressed as
the following integral:
Pi0
cµ − 1

+ (1 −

1
)
cµ − 1

Z


max −(cµ −2),loge

BIDi (Si )−Pi0
M SW (BID−i )




1
Pi0 + er M SW (BID−i ) dr.
cµ − 2

−(cµ −2)

We lower-bound this expression using the following two observations: first, since Pi0 ≥ 0 we may remove
this term from inside the integral; second, since the integrand is always positive, if we decrease the upper
BID (Si )−Pi0
limit of the integral to loge M SWi (BID
the integral can only decrease (where we use the standard convention
−i )
that an integral with upper limit less than its lower limit is evaluated with limits reversed and negated). Thus
we have
Pi0
1
E [Mp (BID)i ] ≥
+ (1 −
)
cµ − 1
cµ − 1
=
=

Pi0
cµ − 1

Z

loge

BIDi (Si )−Pi0
M SW (BID−i )

−(cµ −2)

+ M SW (BID−i )

1
cµ − 1

loge

e

1
(er M SW (BID−i )) dr
cµ − 2
!
0

BIDi (Si )−Pi
M SW (BID−i )


1 
BIDi (Si ) − e−(cµ −2) M SW (BID−i )
cµ − 1

Summing up this inequality over all provisional winners i, we get
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− e−(cµ −2)

"
E

#
X

Mp (BID)i

i∈W 0

1
≥
cµ − 1

!
X

BIDi (Si ) − e−(cµ −2)

i∈W 0

X

M SW (BID−i ) .

i∈W 0

P
Now notice that Pi∈W 0 BIDi (Si ) = M SW (BID). Further since |W 0 | ≤ µ and M SW (BID−i ) ≤
M SW (BID) we have i∈W 0 M SW (BID−i ) ≤ µ · M SW (BID). Thus we have
"
#
X
1 − µe−(cµ −2)
E
Mp (BID)i ≥ M SW (BID)
cµ − 1
0
i∈W

1−
= M SW (BID)

1
cµ

cµ − 1

=

MSW−? (BID)
M SW (BID)
≥
,
cµ
cµ

where we invoke the definition of cµ to derive the first equality. Thus we have the desired conclusion. Q.E.D.
Remarks.
• Notice that our mechanism M requires that its underlying DST mechanism be reasonably efficient.
Indeed, in
Pthe analysis of Case 2, we rely on the fact that the VCG algorithm is 100% efficient: namely,
we rely i∈W 0 BIDi (Si ) = M SW (BID).
If another DST mechanism is used, one should make sure
P
that, for its provisional allocation A, i BIDi (Ai ) is a sufficient fraction of M SW (BID).
• Notice that, when lower-bounding the revenue generated by M, the profile of prices returned by the
underlying DST mechanism are essentially ignored. However, were we to “simplify” the definition of M
by replacing the provisional prices with zeros, the resulting mechanism would not be DST.
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Proof of Theorem 2

Since there are infinitely many DST mechanisms M , one cannot construct an ad hoc “unprofitable” bid
profile for each M . In principle, however, one could prove the Harmonic Revenue Bound by exhibiting a
single and uniform algorithm that, on inputs n, m, and M , outputs the desired BIDn,m,M , and argue —again
in a uniform way— that the expected revenue of M (BIDn,m,M ) is at most MSW−? (BIDn,m,M )/(Hµ − 1).
Having tried this approach for a while, we do not recommend it. We thus try a different and non-constructive
approach,8 based on the probabilistic method.
First, in a uniform way, we specify for any n and m a distribution BIDn,m over the bid profiles for
combinatorial auctions with n players and m goods. Then, as promised, we prove that, for all n, m and
DST mechanisms M (probabilistic or deterministic), the ratio of the expected revenue of M (BIDn,m ) and
1
the expected value of MSW−? (BIDn,m ) is at most H
−1 . Because this could not happen if M ’s
min{n,m}

MSW−? (BID)
Hmin{n,m} −1

revenue were greater than
for all bid profiles BID in the support of BIDn,m , the existence of
an unprofitable bid profile is established.

7.1

Implementing the Plan

We define the distribution BIDn,m in two steps. We start by defining a distribution, hkS , over the singleminded bids of a single player.
Definition 6. (Bounded-Harmonic Distributions) For any subset of goods S and positive integer k, we denote
by hkS the distribution assigning, for each integer j ∈ [1, k], probability k1 to the single-minded valuation (S, 1j ).
8

When, like in case of Theorem 1, we need to prove that there exists a mechanism M enjoying some useful properties, explicitly
finding M is very desirable, indeed, one may want to run it if his is the extreme setting. But for proving that “no good mechanism
exists” constructiveness is not necessary.
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We now prove a very general property of DST mechanisms when a player bids according to hkS .
Lemma 2. (Harmonic-Pricing) For all probabilistic DST mechanisms M , all players i, all valuation
sub-profiles BID−i , all positive integers k, and all subsets of goods S,
E

BIDi ←hkS

[E[Mp (BID−i t BIDi )i ] ≤

1
.
k

Proof. For each j ≤ k define αj as the expected price paid by player i relative to the bid profile BID−i t(S, 1j )
under mechanism M , and define αk+1 = 0. Thus our lemma can be restated as follows:
k
1X
1
αj ≤
k
k

or, equivalently,

j=1

αj ≤ 1.

j=1

Now suppose for the sake of contradiction that
1<

k
X

k
X
j=1

Pk

αj =

j=1 αj

k
X

> 1. Then

j(αj − αj+1 ).

(2)

j=1

For each j ≤ k define now βj to be the probability that player i is allocated a set containing S by mechanism
M when the bid profile is BID−i t (S, 1j ), and define βk+1 = 0. Then we have
k
X

(βj − βj+1 ) = β1 ≤ 1.

(3)

j=1

Comparing the summations of inequalities 2 and 3 term by term, we conclude that there must exist
a j such that the corresponding term from the first sum exceeds the term from the second sum, namely
j(αj − αj+1 ) > (βj − βj+1 ). Dividing by j and rearranging terms yields
1
1
βj − αj < βj+1 − αj+1 .
j
j

(4)

Assume now that i’s true valuation is (S, 1j ). Thus, since M is DST, when all other players bid according
1
to the sub-profile BID−i , i’s utility is at least as large when he bids (S, 1j ) as when he bids (S, j+1
). That is,
1
βj − αj ≥
j
P
Inequality 5 contradicts Inequality 4. Thus
αj

1
βj+1 − αj+1 .
j
≤ 1, as desired.

(5)
Q.E.D.

To construct BIDn,m we “force” n = m = µ and µ separate auctions, each with a single good and a
single player. Indeed, we let each player i’s bid to be distributed according to hµ{i} : that is, i bids only for
the subset {i}, and the amount of his bid is the inverse of an integer uniformly and independently chosen in
{1, . . . , µ}.
Definition 7. In a combinatorial auction with n players and m goods, denoting the set of goods by {1, . . . , m}
and letting µ = min{n, m}, we define the distribution BIDn,m as follows. For each player i: if i ∈ {1, . . . , µ},
then BIDn,m
= hµ{i} ; else BIDn,m
is the null valuation.
i
i
Finally, let us restate and prove the Harmonic Revenue Bound.
Theorem 20 . For any n, m > 1, and any DST mechanism M , there exists a valuation profile BID for a
truly combinatorial auction with n players and m goods such that, letting µ = min{n, m} we have
"
#
X
MSW−? (BID)
.
E
Mp (BID)i ≤
Hµ − 1
i
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Proof. Let BIDn,m be the distribution of Definition 7 and fix arbitrarily a DST mechanism M . Invoking µ
times (i.e., for each player ≤ µ) Lemma 2 with k = µ we have
"
#
X
n,m
E
(6)
Mp (BID )i ≤ 1.
i

That is, M ’s expected revenue (over BID

n,m

and M ’s random choices, if any) is ≤ 1. At the same time,

E [MSW−? (BIDn,m )] ≤ Hµ − 1.

(7)

In fact,
P
(a) the expected value of M SW over BIDn,m is just µj=1 1/j = Hµ ;
(b) there are at least two players by hypothesis; and
(c) the star player —whoever he may be— values his item for at most 1.
Inequalities 6 and 7 thus imply that the ratio between M ’s expected revenue and the expected MSW−?
is at most Hµ1−1 . In turn, this implies the existence of a bid profile BID as per our thesis.
Q.E.D.
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Proof of Theorem 3

Let us restate and then prove Theorem 3.
Theorem 3: For any n, m > 1 and any deterministic auction mechanism M , there exists a valuation profile
BID for truly combinatorial auctions with n players and m goods such that
X
i

Mp (BID)i ≤

MSW−? (BID)
.
µ−1

Proof. We construct the desired bid profile within three steps.
Step 1. Define the single-minded valuation profile BID0 as follows: BIDi0 equals ({i}, 1) if player i ≤ µ,
(BID0 )
= 1.
and the null valuation otherwise. It is thus clear that MSW−? (BID0 ) = µ − 1, so that MSW−?
µ−1
0
0
We distinguish two cases: namely, (1) Mp (BID )i > 0 for no i and (2) Mp (BID )i > 0 for some i. In the
first case, the revenue of M on bid profile BID0 is 0, and thus BID0 is the profile required by the theorem.
Otherwise, we proceed to Step 2.
Step 2. Let j be a player such that Mp (BID0 )j > 0, and define for each integer α ≥ 2 the valuation
0 t ({j}, µα ). It is thus evident that, for all α ≥ 2, MSW (BID α ) = µ − 1 and thus
profile BIDα = BID−j
−?
MSW−? (BIDα )
µ−1

= 1.
0 = BID α ; by Property
Let us now analyze the price side. Notice three facts: by construction, BID−j
−j
DST-1, j is allocated the subset of goods {j} under bid profile BID0 ; and, for all α ≥ 2, j’s bid value for
{j} is higher in BIDα than in BID0 . Thus, because M is deterministic, Property DST-2 implies that, for
all α ≥ 2, j continues to win the set {j} in BIDα and to pay the same price he pays in BID0 , which is at
most 1 —because of Property DST-1 and because BIDj0 ({j}) = 1.
We now distinguish two cases: (a) there is some integer ᾱ ≥ 2 such that Mp (BIDᾱ )i = 0 for all i 6= j,
or (b) for each integer α ≥ 2 there is a player kα , kα 6= j, such that Mp (BIDα )kα > 0. In the first case,
the total revenue for M under bid profile BIDᾱ is at most 1, and thus BIDᾱ is the profile required by the
theorem. Otherwise, we proceed to Step 3.
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Step 3. By the opt-out condition, for each integer α > 2, we have kα ∈ {1, . . . , µ}\{j}. Thus, the pigeonhole
principle implies the existence of β, γ ∈ {2, . . . , µ + 1} such that kβ = kγ . Without loss of generality, let
β < γ. Define now
k = kβ (= kγ )

and

γ
BID0 = BID−k
t ({k}, µγ+1 ).

Since the star player in BID0 is k, we have MSW−? (BID0 ) = µγ + µ − 2 ≥ µγ . Further, because γ and β are
integers, γ > β, and β ≥ 2, we have µγ > (µβ + µ)(µ − 1) and thus
µβ + µ <

MSW−? (BID0 )
.
µ−1

(8)

Let us now analyze the price situation. We consider the following two mutually exclusive cases.
Case 1: Mp (BID0 )j ≤ µβ .
P
The definition of BID0 and Property DST-1 clearly imply that i∈−{j,k} Mp (BID0 )i ≤ µ − 2. As for
player k, we note that under bid profile BIDγ , he wins his set {k}, without paying more than 1, his bid for
{k}. Further, the bid profile BID0 is identical to BIDγ except for k’s bid for {k}, which is higher in BID0
than in BIDγ . Thus, k will continue to win {k} in BID0 , without paying more than 1. Thus the revenue
in this case is at most the sum of µβ (from player j), 1 (from player k), and µ − 2 (from all other players),
totalling less than µβ + µ.
Thus Inequality 8 implies that the valuation profile BID0 satisfies our thesis.
Case 2: Mp (BID0 )j > µβ .
Define
β
BID00 = BID−k
t ({k}, µγ+1 ).
It is clear that MSW−? (BID00 ) = µβ + µ − 2 ≥ µβ and thus, since β ≥ 2, we have
MSW−? (BID00 )
.
(9)
µ−1
P
Turning our attention to prices, as for BID0 , it is clear that i∈−{j,k} Mp (BID00 )i ≤ µ − 2.
Let us now analyze the price paid by player j. Notice that BID0 and BID00 differ only in the bid of
player j, and that j bids higher for {j} in BID0 than in BID00 . Thus, if j won {j} in BID00 , then he would
win it too in BID0 for the same price. However, by the assumption of this case, j’s price is greater than µβ ,
namely, greater than his valuation for {j} under BID00 , which implies that he cannot win it under bid profile
BID00 .
Finally, let us analyze the price of player k. Notice that BID00 is identical to BIDβ except for k’s bid
for {k}, which is higher in BIDβ than in BID00 . Since k wins his set {k} under BIDβ paying at most 1, he
continues to win {k} in BID00 , for at most 1.
Thus the revenue in this case is at most the sum of 0 (from player j), 1 (from player k), and µ − 2 (from
all other players), totalling less than µ.
Thus Inequality 9 implies that the valuation profile BID00 satisfies our thesis.
And thus, in all cases, we have exhibited a valuation profile that satisfies the theorem.
Q.E.D.
µ<
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Appendix
Definition 8. A function f : N × V(G)N → R+ is called stable if, for each i ∈ N , there exists a function gi
such that, for each BID ∈ V(G)N , f (i, BID) = gi (BID−i ) —i.e., f is “independent” of BIDi .
Definition 9. Given a deterministic mechanism M and a stable function f define M+f to be the mechanism
defined as follows: on input BID ∈ V(G)N ,
1. Compute the provisional allocation A0 = Ma (BID), the profile of provisional prices P 0 = Mp (BID),
and the set of provisional winners W 0 = W ins(A0 ).
2. For each i ∈ W 0 , if BIDi (A0i ) ≥ Pi0 + f (i, BID) then let Pi = Pi0 + f (i, BID) and Ai = A0i ; otherwise
let Pi = 0 and Ai = ∅.
Lemma 3. If M is DST, so is M+f for any stable f .
Proof. Given an auction context C = (N, G, T V ), a bid profile BID ∈ V(G)N , and a player i ∈ N we have
(1)

+f
ui (T Vi , M+f (T Vi t BID−i )) = T Vi (M+f
a (T Vi t BID−i )i ) − Mp (T Vi t BID−i )i
(2)

= max{0 , T Vi (Ma (T Vi t BID−i )i ) − Mp (T Vi t BID−i )i − f (i, BID−i )}

(3)

= max{0 , ui (T Vi , M(T Vi t BID−i )) − f (i, BID−i )}

(4)

≥ max{0 , ui (T Vi , M(BID)) − f (i, BID−i )}
(5)

≥ ui (T Vi , M+f (BID)),

where: Equality (1) holds by the definition of the utility function u; equality (2) holds by the definition of
M+f , and can be easily checked in each of the two cases M+f
a (T Vi t BID−i )i = Ma (T Vi t BID−i )i and
+f
Ma (T Vi t BID−i )i = ∅; equality (3) holds by the definition of the utility function u; inequality (4) holds
because M is dominant-strategy truthful; and inequality (5) holds because M+f (BID) either yields i utility
0 or utility ui (T Vi , M(BID)) − f (i, BID−i ), and thus at most the maximum of these two quantities. Q.E.D.
We now define a special class of probabilistic mechanisms.
Definition 10. Let D a distribution over a set of deterministic n × m auction mechanisms. Then we denote
by SD the the probabilistic n × m auction mechanism that, on input a profile of bids BID, first selects a
mechanism M according to D and then returns the outcome M(BID).
We refer to such a mechanism SD as above as a (n × m) sampler.
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Lemma 4. If SD is a sampler and all mechanisms in D’s support are DST, then SD is DST.
Proof. Let our SD actually be an n × m sampler, and let C = (N, G, T V ) be an n × m auction context,
BID ∈ V(G)n , and i ∈ N . Then we have
(1)

E[ui (T Vi , SD (T Vi t BID−i ))] =

(2)

E [ui (T Vi , M(T Vi t BID−i ))] ≥

M←D

(3)

E [ui (T Vi , M(BID))] =

M←D

E[ui (T Vi , SD (BID))],
where equality (1) holds because the definition of SD ; inequality (2) because M is DST; and equality (3)
because of the definition of SD . This chain of inequality proves that SD is DST.
Q.E.D.
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